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It's hard to believe something as simple as a weight on a string can work magic. A pendulum is a
powerful tool, yet small enough to carry around and use anytime. With just a few minutes of
practice, anyone can start using it. Using the easy techniques in this book, you can use a pendulum
for guidance, self-improvement, psychic development, and a wealth of other practical purposes.
Locate lost objects Gain insight on any decision Test food for freshness or allergens Change bad
habits Resolve health issues Diagnose car or appliance problems Communicate with spirits Explore
past lives Once you've mastered the basics, you'll learn more advanced pendulum techniques,
including little-known methods that can be used to help you achieve any goal you desire.
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This was a very good introduction to using the pendulum to get in touch with your intuition. It is
related to self-hypnosis but is faster and easier to learn, not requiring a trance state to be effective
(although that certainly helps). For those already familiar with self-hypnosis, this book still has a lot
of helpful information. It has good exercises, including questions to ask your subconscious mind that
can identify the internal conflicts that are preventing you from achieving your goals in life. You will
learn a variety of positive affirmations, how to change self-destructive programmed behavior
patterns, as well as how to uncover the truth of what you really believe about yourself and others,
etc.There is also a brief but informative chapter on the Hawaiian shamanic "magic" system of Huna
that is quite fascinating. For further reading on that subject, I recommend Edith Hoffman's excellent
and easy to understand book, Huna: A Beginner's Guide. It is by far the best, most honest, and

helpful book on the subject.Pendulum Magic is easy to read and understand. You will, of course,
need a pendulum to do any of the exercises. These are sold separately (usually for between ten
and thirty bucks online or in occult shops depending on how cool and fancy you want to get). You
can save time and money by making your own pendulum: simply tie any weighted (preferably
pointy) object to a sturdy string (pointy side facing down).

An excellent beginners guide to use of the pendulum.Anybody can get a pendulum to function, but
not necessarily accurately from the beginning. Although some people ascribe the movements to
spiritual influence, it is more reasonably felt by many that the autonomic muscular reflexes of your
hand which holds the string with the weight on the end -- crystal, wood screw, washer, spare glass
eye, whatever -- makes the weight move back and forth, even if you are not willing it. If you are
psychically plugged in, your subconscious ideally influences those subtle motions and provides
useful information. Anybody can do it. Give it a try.In this book Webster offers advice on how to help
assure the information becomes useful. Among other things, he describes one- and two-person
pratice activities that allow you to hone your skills. Through regular use a few minutes daily, he
says, you can bring your skills to maturity in about a year.Many books suggest that a pendulum is
mainly used to locate things and often stops soon after that.There is more. I've seen a pendulum
used to answer questions about the future and to contact spirits.Webster definitely addresses the
topic of locating missing objects -- and people -- but goes on to cover so much more. The book
emphasizes how pendulums can used in detecting and treating health problems, to explore past
lives, communicate with ghosts, help recall your dreams, to test food for allergic potential, divine the
future with dominoes and pendulum, and it can also prove useful in connection with auras, home,
and garden, while producing world peace and bringing about the return of the Donny and Marie
Show. The guy deserves credit for his broad approach to the topic.
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